ABSTRACT

The paper aims at analysing the connections between film-induced tourism, city-branding and place-based image through the case-study of Naples, particularly deepening the role played by urban policies not only in promoting or sustaining but also in refusing some specific city’s representations. In the first part we will explore this relationship focusing the attention on the changing representations of the city in films and on the changes produced by the urban policies carried out in the phase of so-called Neapolitan Renaissance. The second part will be dedicated to deepen the link between the images of the city conveyed by the media and the touristic sector, emphasizing the role of the official representations and of the Campania Region Film Commission. The third part of the paper will focus on the conflicts involving the urban actors about the existence of a potential link between some negative representations of the periodical crisis of the city (for garbage, organized crime and difficulties in the administrative management) and tourist flows. We will argue that the duplicity of representations proposes in a new way the traditional dual image of the Neapolitan cityscape, inspiring by a different notion of “authenticity”.
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1. Naples in the Nineties between Renaissance and New Neapolitan Cinema

It is nothing new to assert that Naples is usually represented by contradictory images, both in the opinions of the inhabitants and in those of visitors. For a long time the most common representation of the city has referred to decline, decay, immobility, pizza, mandolin, to the Vesuvius depicted in the background, to the picturesque photos of Alinari, representations of a fragmented society between the élite for a walk in the *Villa Comunale* and the barefoot *lazzari* eating spaghetti. Since the middle of the last century, also a further representation emerges, that of the city identified with the population explosion, the building growth wildfire, the engulfment of the suburbs and of the green spaces, the pervasive traffic. Images that are not in conflict: they have in common the lack of sense of place, a double chaos, natural and anthropological, fascinating and terrible, and that of the social and political organization. This doubled image evokes the many representations that over time have accompanied Naples: the "loss of harmony" (to which Raffaele La Capria, Neapolitan writer and screenwriter, referred years ago), the "porous", "doorway", "hell", "immobile" city. These are all negative representations, which have tarnished other possible ones until becoming, in the common feeling, expressions of reality, bouncing often in literature, mass communications and films.

It is obvious that the image of Naples, as it had been configuring and stratifying over time, anchored to pre-modern or even anti-modern elements, could not constitute the assumption of those policies of urban marketing which are necessary to deal with the crisis that affect the large cities of the countries with advanced economies in the era of post-industrial transition; a crisis that forces the cities to reposition themselves in terms of overall liveability, and functional specialization, in order to regain competitiveness on the international stage. In this perspective, in fact, a resource to spend on the market is represented by the image that cities are able to build and to communicate outside².

It is in the Nineties that – at the height of the crisis generated by the post-industrial transition – the more serious and conscious effort to modernize the city begins in Naples by pursuing a new policy of image; it is the era of the so-called Neapolitan Renaissance, opened by Antonio Bassolino (Mayor from 1993 to 2000) and intended to give a significant, although not entirely lasting, turning point to the image of the city at the national and international scale³.

The event which first gave significant visibility to the turning point was the opportunity offered to the city to host, in the summer of 1994, the G7 Summit, which represented an extraordinary opportunity to launch Naples abroad. For the first time Naples went under the spotlights of the world as a city that was not just pizza and mandolin. The upgrading was largely centred on the widespread Old Town, some years later to be counted in the list of UNESCO world heritage sites. The interventions concerned squares and monuments as well as the street pedestrianization and furniture, the enhancing of accessibility, the rearrangement of the Villa Comunale and the organization of exhibitions and events which had a strong appeal⁴.

---

² In this perspective, in fact, a resource to spend on the market is represented by the image that cities are able to build and to communicate outside.
³ It is in the Nineties that – at the height of the crisis generated by the post-industrial transition – the more serious and conscious effort to modernize the city begins in Naples by pursuing a new policy of image; it is the era of the so-called Neapolitan Renaissance, opened by Antonio Bassolino (Mayor from 1993 to 2000) and intended to give a significant, although not entirely lasting, turning point to the image of the city at the national and international scale.
⁴ The event which first gave significant visibility to the turning point was the opportunity offered to the city to host, in the summer of 1994, the G7 Summit, which represented an extraordinary opportunity to launch Naples abroad. For the first time Naples went under the spotlights of the world as a city that was not just pizza and mandolin. The upgrading was largely centred on the widespread Old Town, some years later to be counted in the list of UNESCO world heritage sites. The interventions concerned squares and monuments as well as the street pedestrianization and furniture, the enhancing of accessibility, the rearrangement of the Villa Comunale and the organization of exhibitions and events which had a strong appeal.
Positive feedbacks were soon registered, on the international press as well as for the use of Naples in commercials. It is enough to mention the case of the German weekly Der Spiegel that, after having represented years before Naples on the cover with a picture of a gun resting on a plate of spaghetti, in 1994 dedicated to the city a very large press report titled Old magnificence, New splendour. Likewise, in the field of advertising there was a rapid transition from commercials using Naples only for its tradition to new commercials, as a TV spot of Volvo cars, in which Naples was among the most representative urban scenarios of Italy or that created by Barilla, which inserted the city within a series of urban landscapes invaded by green to promote its products.

This period is also characterized by a new season of the Neapolitan cinema that marks a radical change in the way of representing the city. Just at the opening of the '90s, in fact, three promising young Neapolitan directors had their debut, presenting, in turn, three films: Vito e gli altri by Antonio Capuano, in 1991; Morte di un matematico napoletano by Mario Martone, in 1992; Libera by Pappi Corsicato, in 1993. The three directors quickly assumed a leading position in the panorama of Italian cinema of the early Nineties and, in the wake of their success, Naples became a flourishing centre for film production, a condition destined to last more than a decade. The most significant aspect is that they operated a real subversion of cinematic representation until then produced, through a deep review of Neapolitan identity. The movies, in fact, independently produced and filmed in Naples, looked very different for the topics and the style by other film productions: very different both from musical melodramas (from Mario Merola "the King of the sceneggiata" to Nino D'Angelo), and from the movies (a bit affected by stereotypes) by Lina Wertmuller and Nanni Loy, and yet from the sentimental comedy by Massimo Troisi.

Thanks to these filmmakers and other numerous that over the following years debut on the national scene with great success, the Neapolitan cinema "for a long time neglected or denigrated by film critics, historians and scholars, is revaluated" (Marlow Mann, 2011, p. 2). It is for this reason that, since the 90s of the Twentieth Century, the idea that a new film school was born states and spreads among writers of Italian cinema: the New Neapolitan Cinema (NNC), closely linked to the phenomenon of Neapolitan Renaissance, as well as to a New Neapolitan Wave, a consequence of the new rhetoric introduced by the Mayor Antonio Bassolino (Castellano, 1997; Marlow Mann, 2011).

In fact this approach is, in the writings of those who deal with the phenomenon, quite recurring, probably induced by the different way in which the cinema represents Naples, giving an unusual image of the city. An example may be drawn by the two films produced by Mario Martone in these years, Morte di un matematico napoletano (1992) and L'amore molesto (1995). In both Martone explores the links between place and identity, focusing attention on an idea of Naples as a place permeated by the flows of community life, in this very different from other major cities. To represent it, the director chooses to distance from the representations of Naples related to the binomial wealth/poverty or from other familiar images as the Bay or the Vesuvius; he rather tries "to introduce a new way of Naples from the inside, to introduce a new reality". So
while “in Morte di un matematico napoletano, Naples appears uncharacteristically empty, in L’amore molesto it is full and noisy [...]. In both Naples emerges as land of dreams and as a constellation of different and distinct arenas and cultural groups". Even this shows that the two films "[...] are part of a more general cultural and political expression of what was happening in Naples in the Nineties” (Caldwell, 2003, p. 56).

Although it is very hazardous to assume that the new film images produced in these years may have induced a significant impact on tourism10, it is certain is that the new image projected outside by the age of the Neapolitan Renaissance produces rapid and very significant effects in terms of tourist response. The city, which has long captured only fleeting transit flows vacationers headed to Pompei, the Islands of the Gulf and the coastal centres, shows, in the second half of the Nineties, the rapid growth of cruise traffic, as well as a significant surge of passengers in the airport of Capodichino. Likewise, the flow of visitors in museums recorded values never known before; especially during the holidays and the weekends or on the occasion of special events, the hotels were fully booked, creating serious problems for the lack of accommodation facilities, especially those of middle rank. From then a proliferation of hotels, guest houses and bed and breakfasts started in Naples.

It should be stressed that even in this period, so distinctly marked by the new image that stimulates also tourism, Naples has not certainly stopped to show its complexity and contradictions, which are its distinctive elements, where side by side coexist the worst part and the best one of the city. And it is perhaps useful to recall that – in stating that Naples and New York City are both "intrinsically filmic" and that their essence as cinematic spaces has traditionally founded on the idea of dark beauty – Bruno notes that, despite the message that the two cities transmit is very similar ("Escape from New York" and from Naples), cinema and visitors continue to be interested in these two cities because both are "attractive to tourists and tourist nightmare" (Bruno, 1997, pp. 47-48).

Moreover, in an essay titled The rest of Gomorrah, Valerio Caprara refutes the equation, fairly widespread, between cinematic and environmental condition: “It is singular and perhaps instructive to note how the success, with its relative and rather loud sequence of awards & controversy of Gomorrah (2008), the film based on the novel-truth of Roberto Saviano, has brought down the house of cards built around the eulogistic phenomenon of so-called New Neapolitan Cinema. This – as it will be recalled – was supposed to embody, according to many exegetes, an automatic and invigorating counterpart on the artistic field of the ‘Renaissance’ of the city in many ways connected to the political courses and recourses linked to the figure of Antonio Bassolino. In some previous essays we had already reported the strangeness of the equation; whereby, for example, we should conclude that the brightest periods in the history of Naples should be placed in the middle of the ‘Dark ’ Fifties, at the time of the best films by and with De Sica, Totò or De Filippo” (Caprara, 2010, p. 153, our translation).
2. The image of Naples in the Twenty-first Century: the role of official representations

The season of the Neapolitan Renaissance is part of a wider process of urban renewal that has affected all the cities of the Italian South in the Nineties and that has continued not without difficulties in subsequent years within an extremely fragmented context. Although some scholars have expressed, as we have shown, concerns about it, the debate on the controversial link between the Neapolitan Renaissance and NNC emphasizes once again two contradictory representations of Naples. The positive image of cultural and political renaissance expressed by the first would contrast with the pessimistic answers that the new cinematographic wave of NNC, exploring social exclusion and existential alienation, would have offered to what has been called the "crisis of the napoletanità". Anyway it is considered, the cited season has exhausted its driving force, as evidenced by all the data and by the many crisis that the city has gone through over the last decade: from the garbage one (which reached its peak in 2007/08) to that produced by the new ways of organizing of crime and even to that generated by the bad administrative management. In this phase, the popular culture expressed not only by the NNC but also by certain movies, television dramas and novels, seems to convey a new dual image of Naples, that plays in new and much more evident ways the conflict between the representations of Naples elaborated by some operators in the media (directors, writers and journalists) and those promoted by policy makers. The first ones, those of a city deeply permeated by crime and garbage, are manifestly opposed to the official ones, which promotes a beautiful and unique city, focusing on the pedestrianization of part of the waterfront (the freed waterfront as in the words of Luigi de Magistris, Mayor from 2011 to the present), the amenities, the cultural heritage. Through the implementation of these resources on the market, the attempt is to rescaling in the global scenario – offering a location for events of medium/small scale – an urban space that often falls again into negative images and that, as regards qualified urban functions, undergoes a progressive marginalization at the national and international level for the continued loss of attractiveness. Even the official images seem, however, far removed from the role that the capital of Campania played at the global scale still until the Sixties and that induced, despite the contradictions, to bring much of the Italian identity and culture to the petty bourgeois napoletanità. The marginalization is evident both in the highly fluctuating trend that in the first decade of 2000s has characterized tourist flows (D’ALESSANDRO & SOMMELLA, 2012) and in the limited attractiveness of representations that, despite the attempt to tie urban marketing and images of places conveyed by media, have not translated into a Montalbano effect or into a Benvenuti al Sud effect. This does not appear negative at all, if we consider the excessive inclination to mass tourism or to short visiting generated in large cities from these successful representations and, in small and medium-sized town, the frailty that often characterizes the transition from unknown places to places-icons which then often
become unknown places again\textsuperscript{13}. The element that seems rather more evident in the case of Naples is that the strategies and the significant efforts implemented through the various official representations seem to suffer (similarly to the tourism policies of the last decade) an excessive crystallization in a very old and stereotyped image\textsuperscript{14}. This last one however produces a positive representation, related to the traditional (and internationally known) image of urban life and landscape of the city and of the Campania region, as in the case of the fiction Capri and, in some ways, even about in the tv serial Un posto al Sole. The latter, in co-production between the Italian Radio Television (RAI) and the Australian Freemantle Media, is also able to provide the image of the Neapolitan daily life.

Even though Naples preserves a unique urban landscape and a strong image (although often shifting between positive and negative), it fails to capture the opportunities seized by tourist cities such as Barcelona\textsuperscript{15}. The Catalan capital has been able to diversify itself into a post-Fordist way not only intercepting the new and varied flows of cultural tourism – intended in a broad sense and in its connection with leisure and entertainment, of which the film tourism and the flows induced by the representations of the media today represent a growing component – but also the professionals working in one of the most important sectors of the creative economy. As we will see in the last part of this work, the representations of a Naples that has to deal with the camorra seem to be more in line (even if in a darkly sense), both in the mechanisms of production and in the marketing and in the cultural consumptions, with the new urban economy of culture and knowledge.

In the case of cinema, the power to create new images (by altering the negative ones and strengthening the weak ones) has long been recognized as a factor in promoting tourism (Tooke and Baker, 1996; Beeton, 2005). Prolonged and international tourist flows, however, are only attracted by the big films which get into the international circuits, the only able to change so the collective perception up to have a significant and long-term impact. For Rome, capital which certainly does not need film to attract tourists, it happened in the past with the films of Fellini and, more recently, it happened with La Grande Bellezza (The Great Beauty) by the Neapolitan director Paolo Sorrentino. The latter movie (2013), supported by the Rome Lazio Film Commission, is unquestionably entered in the circuits of the big film studios, as evidenced by the victory of the Oscar for the Best Foreign Film in 2014. A difference from the past is precisely the role of the Regional Film Commissions: they are, as evidenced by Nicosia (2012), institutions born relatively recently (the first Italian Film Commission was born in Emilia Romagna at the end of the Nineties) and often based on mechanisms of public-private partnership aimed at catalyzing Italian and foreign film and television products, supporting them in the various phases of the work. These institutions are taking an increasingly important role not only in the context of cultural policies but also in the regional ones: within the new cultural strategies implemented on a regional scale, these actors sometimes explicitly propose to transform the film and television products in tools of territorial marketing. The excessive regulatory value that film tourism is taking in the agendas of policies developed at the Italian scale by Regions
and Municipalities may, however, represent a risk, if the support is reflected in funding what can attract tourists and not in funding the talents, ideas and the quality. This does not seem to be envisaged, however, in the case of the *Campania Region Film Commission* (CRFC): the institution – established by the Region in 2004, operating since 2005 and become Foundation in 2014 – has supported a great number of projects regardless of the declaration (positive or negative) of the conveyed image. In the long list of feature films, films and TV series, short films, documentaries, TV shows, commercials and other audiovisual filmed in whole or in part in Campania and supported by the CRFC, we find a large number of productions that, for limiting to those mentioned in this essay, from Capri to *Gomorrah* (film and TV series). On the other hand, a city like Naples, not unlike New York, could not do without a Film Commission for a “maintaining” strategy. In the case of the image of Naples, whose genesis is multifaceted and polysemous, the regulatory film tourism would fail to synthesize the complexity.

Also the campaigns of tourism promotion, however, are interesting for our purposes. One of the most incisive, mainly because it has been the response of the institutions to the garbage crisis 2007/08, is *Campania così bella che è vera* (Campania so beautiful that it is true), headed to the team Mindshare (global agency in the media) and JWT (an US advertising agency) in 2009. The campaign has been defined *fashion* not only because the direction of the spot was assigned to the Spanish photographer and director internationally renowned Eugenio Recuenco, but also because it has been declined in four symbolic fashion shows, in some characteristic but lesser-known locations of Campania (Fig. 1). The same Giuseppe Salinari (then director of client service JWT) stated that the agency “wanted to overturn the stereotypical perceptions of Naples with a surprising communication to the public, trying to feed the knowledge of a region called ‘Campania’ (beyond Naples, Sorrento, the Amalfi Coast, etc.)” (Salinari, 2012, p. 54). The explicit goal was to find unusual but very pleasant places to convey different images of the region and, for this purpose, it has also been used a recurring element of the rhetoric about the *napoletanità*, the sheets hanging from the balconies which in the spot were transformed in the prestigious scenario of the fashion show (Gabardi, 2010).

Next to the CRFC and promotional campaigns, numerous initiatives have been established at regional and municipal level to use the film and television locations in order to make known some places of the city and the region.
Among the most relevant, we stress the routes promoted by *Campania Movietour*, a project that aims at showing the cultural heritage and landscape of Naples and Campania through the film tourism, as well as the first edition (which was held from 27 November to 3 December 2013) of the *City Film Festival - The image of the city*, which has dedicated a section to the “Neapolitan views”, aimed at exploring the ways in which the city of Naples was represented by the documentary films of the last decade.

### 3. *Gomorrah* versus film-induced tourism? Discursive practices in conflict

Although it is not possible to identify – except in rare cases – a cause-effect relationship between the production of certain cinematic images and the increase/decrease of tourist flows, there is no doubt that the question is fully entered in the political agenda, at least in Naples and in Campania. Our research hypothesis is that, although this relationship could not be demonstrated unequivocally, it *de facto* already exerts an impact on the level of urban conflict, in the contrast between the official discursive (and branding) practices (which directly correlate the decrease of tourists to the negative image of the city) and the unofficial discursive practices,
opposing the dominant ones, conveyed by some media (which strongly support the need to represent the city in all its aspects).

The starting point of this last part of our reflection is a research conducted in 2009 on tourism in Campania and entrusted by the then Tourism Adviser of the Campania Region, Claudio Velardi, to the aforementioned JWT by the evocative title La Campania è per il turista coraggioso (Campania is for the brave tourist). In the research was not only identified a clear link between the decline of tourist flows and what was considered by policy makers as a very bad and repeated image (or, at best, deeply ambivalent) of the city and the region, but also it was attributed to the media the main responsibility for the "very negative reputation" with which Naples and Campania were labelled in Italy and worldwide. The image was conveyed, according to the survey, both by the press and by television and films, these last basic media in the widest meaning of film-induced tourism used in this paper. In the research, the decline of tourists in the region and, even more significantly, in the city of Naples was explicitly attributed to the negative impact which some Italian TV broadcasts (that of depth journalism as Report, but also those of entertainment as Le Iene or Striscia la Notizia) and which certain movie (first of all the aforementioned Gomorrah, based on the bestseller by Roberto Saviano) had produced with their focus on crime, the garbage crisis, the misconduct in the administrative management. These factors represented, according to the report, a lens so deforming for tourists which, in the words used in the survey, "affects memory and becomes a barrier that inhibits the return of tourists in our area" (CAPUA, 2009). The first newspaper of Campania, “Il Mattino”, titled the article commenting the research: "The study of Velardi: because of Gomorrah Campania is only for brave tourists" (AA.VV., 2009) or even “Il Corriere del Mezzogiorno”: “Tourists send away from Gomorrah and the press" (BRANDOLINI, 2009). So the image of Naples and Campania represented in Gomorrah (intended both as a book and as a movie) was considered as the lack of a strong and persuasive advertising campaign or even as the problems that characterized the urban environment and the tourism industry, being then pointed out as one of the most significant factors which inhibited the development of tourism in Campania and in Naples. Far from representing the outgrowth of a survey conducted among tourists, the research has subsequently become an expression of the confirmation of a "common feeling" in Campania politics, regardless of the party, group and scale of political action (from the districts to municipalities to Municipality and Region). It is a controversy centred on the image of Naples/Gomorrah that was closely linked to the success of Gomorrah at national and especially international scale19.

Although governments have changed both at regional and urban scale, the conflict between the actors and their discursive practices has started again one year ago, still in relation to what has been defined as "the Gomorrah effect", during the realization of the TV series by the same name20. For the purposes of our discussion, it appears emblematic that the President of the Municipality of Scampia – complex northern suburb of Naples in which already a few episodes of the book and the film were set – has denied permission to use the spaces of the neighbourhood as a set, motivating the refusal by the desire to avoid the "exploitation of images and places in damage of the
territory\textsuperscript{21}. Equally significant is the fact that, despite not being filmed in Scampia, the series uses a visual strategy that refers to the neighbourhood and its most emblematic place: the so-called Vele (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: The advertising billboard of the TV series Gomorrah with the Vele di Scampia on the background

The refusal has opened a new controversy, this time between the writer Saviano and the Mayor de Magistris: a controversy that, although starting from the creation of a TV drama, soon turned into a discussion about the suburbs that are in a state of degradation and abandonment and, in particular, on Scampia, which is considered still the emblem of it, despite numerous structures of legality that have multiplied in recent years inside the district. The aforementioned contrast – along with some significant episodes that followed the broadcast\textsuperscript{22}– and the great success already achieved by the TV series have raised the conflict between urban actors, a conflict that this time sees the policy makers along with social workers and inhabitants of the neighbourhood against workers in the film, fiction and media industry. Although there is still no investigation to establish a correlation between the trend of tourist flows and the TV series Gomorrah, from some parts a proposal to create tour in Scampia for visitors who undertake low cost trips or for so-called dark tourists has been advanced. In fact, as duly stressed by CONNELL (2012), there are not enough empirical evidence on the ways in which the negative image conveyed by the film or other media affect tourism; though some authors point out that a negative image can decrease significantly the tourist value of a place, others instead suggest that images deemed negative can actually contribute to the attractiveness of a destination (and, in this regard, they refer to the “poetry” generated by the dark and noir)\textsuperscript{23}. 

---

\textsuperscript{21} A high-quality place, a landmark.

\textsuperscript{22} The broadcast.

\textsuperscript{23} Dark tourism is a type of tourism that involves visiting places of conflict, trauma, or mortality, often to commemorate or study past events. It is a form of tourism that is increasingly popular, especially in the United States, and has been studied in the context of city branding and place-based image restoration.
However the most interesting element, in our opinion, is that the opposition which still revolves around the image of Naples conveyed by the media and, in particular, by movies and TV series proposes once again, even if in a new way, the duplicity of representations discussed in the incipit. If, on the one hand, these representations, as we have shown, have always accompanied the city, on the other they now translate into a real urban conflict: the element of novelty is that the dual image of the Neapolitan landscape emerging from this conflict is inspired by a different notion of “authenticity” based on positive and negative elements. A new thinking on the concept of authenticity is important, as the urban sociologist Sharon Zukin has effectively emphasized, because "claiming authenticity becomes prevalent at a time when identities are unstable" (ZUKIN, 2010, p. xii). In this sense, both versions of the "authentic Naples" affect expectations, activities, experiences and "gozes" of tourists (URRY & LARSEN, 2012), as well as the attitudes of the residents and the influence on the location.
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19 The novel of Saviano, published in 2006 and translated in 52 countries, has sold over 2.2 million copies in Italy and 10 million worldwide. The homonymous film, directed in 2008 by Matteo Garrone, was released in Italian cinemas by May 16, 2008: the first weekend it was the most watched film in Italy, with proceeds of 1.9 million euro; in March 2009, the film has reached the collection of 10.1 million euro. Gomorrah was the most watched film in the period 2006-2010, among the Italian films distributed in European cinemas, scoring in 13 countries as many as 1.7 million audience.

20 Gomorra – The series was produced by Sky TV in collaboration with Cattleya, Fandango and LA7. The link with the bestseller is so explicit that the director, Stefano Sollima, about the connections with the novel and the movie, said "the material for Gomorrah- The series comes directly from the book, but these are aspects that were left out of the feature film" (http://skyatlanitc.sky.it/skyatlantic/news/2014/04/02/gomorra_la_serie_dal_6_maggio_su_sky_atlantico_pilia_video_presentazione.html). On the other hand, the same Saviano is among the creators of the series, which was closed by recording, in the last episode aired in Italy on Sky, 875,000 average audience, with a share of 3% and a stay that was close to 90%. The unprecedented success of public, evidenced by the fact that – with 700,000 average audience per episode – Gomorrah is the series by Sky more viewed in the history of the Italian pay-TV, was also accompanied by critical acclaim (which has defined it as "the best serial product ever made in Italy"). To now, the series has been sold in 60 countries around the world, as to be defined by Variety "the Italian answer to The Wire" (http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cultura/2014/06/11/tv-gomorra-chiude-con-record-serie-sky_418c0a35-5d50-4d72-8734-287c7e0c3065.html).

21 For more details, refer to http://www.huffingtonpost.it/2013/01/05/napoli-scampia-vietate-le-riprese-gomorra_n_2415343.html. After the refusal, the filming were shot in a neighbourhood in the west area of Naples, Fuorigrotta.

22 It is worth to mention an incident occurred in May 2014: 40 students from a school in Bolzano had to leave for Chiaiano in order to work in a field confiscated the Camorra but, after seeing the reality represented in fiction, parents have been afraid and have decided not to send their children in the region. The incident has caused so much fuss so that even the manager of the confiscated fund considered it appropriate to denounce “the Gomorrah effect” (CAPUTO, 2014).

23 For example in the case of New Orleans, BORDELO & DIMANCHE (2011) have shown that, at first glance, the film images of the city seemed to exert a deleterious effect on tourism (for the representation of crime and violence), but later images such “supernatural” and “mysterious” seem to have contributed to building the mystique and allure of New Orleans, helping to promote the city to millions of visitors.